FROM I-35E S:
Take EXIT 430B toward Market Center Blvd.
MERGE on to N Stemmons Fwy
Turn RIGHT on Market Center Blvd.
Use right lane to turn slightly LEFT onto Irving Blvd.
Turn RIGHT onto Glass St.

FROM I-35E N:
Take EXIT 429B for Continental Ave.
Turn LEFT onto Continental Ave.
Turn RIGHT onto N Riverfront Blvd.
Turn LEFT onto Glass St.

FROM DALLAS NORTH TOLLWAY:
EXIT onto Oak Lawn Ave.
Turn LEFT onto E Levee St.
Turn LEFT onto Glass St.

FROM WOODALL ROGERS:
Use LEFT lane to take Riverfront Blvd EXIT
Turn RIGHT onto N Riverfront Blvd.
Turn LEFT onto Glass St.

DART:
There are multiple bus stations within walking distance of the office.

Parking Directions:
Public parking on spots facing Glass St and E Levee St.
Additional parking on parking lots touching our property and behind our office.

JQ Engineering, LLP
100 Glass St.
Dallas, TX 75207